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Herb Johnson Dec 2016

A few years ago, a paper copy was scanned, of a FRED manual of July
1972 from among the documents found as part of Joseph Weisbecker's papers
in the Sarnoff Collection. I processed that scan and produced a "clean" PDF
file. A copy was provided to the Collection.

In May 2014 I obtained documents from Anthony "Toni" Robbi, a colleage of
Joseph Wesibecker at RCA. Those documents included selected pages of the
FRED manual of July 1972 (as identified by title page) and later dates.
Some of Robbi's documents include pages not found in the Sarnoff Collection's
Weisbecker copy. Some were better or worse copies of pages.

I've merged Robbi's pages into an updated version of the 1972 FRED manual. 
Robbi's FRED documents were used in legal proceedings, so they happen
to have a number stamp sequentially per page, from "36289" and up. This allows
one to identify those pages, in this PDF document.

The Weisbecker document as previously described, goes from the title page, 
to a series of handdrawn schematics, to text pages starting with page number 28. 
Robbi's pages start with the same title page. Then an acknowledgement page, an index, 
then a text page "Section I" followed by page numbers 2 through 27, which are not in 
Weisbecker's copy. The images in Robbi's copy which appear to be
available in Weisbecker's copy, are generally are not superior in quality.

It is plausible to assume, that Robbi's copy was of pages borrowed (but not returned
to) the copy from Weisbecker's papers. Again: Robbi's pages have a stamped sequence
number from 36389 or higher, which identifies them.

The scope of the combined document is as follows. Almost every document has Weisbecker's
name or initials. There's about 150 physical pages. 

Physical pages 1 to about 100, seem to be "the FRED manual" of July 1972. There's about
40 numbered text pages within the document, which describe the FRED computer. There's many
hand-drawn schematics, illustrations. There's many pages of hand-coded listings on a
standardized coding form. These pages, seem to comprise the "FRED manual" as suggested
by the table of contents page. That page indicates the "sample programs" "subroutines" are
in the last section of the manual.

At about physical page 100, are a series of documents under RCA letterhead,
addressed to "Microprocessor Group" and dated Aug 1972 and later. These appear to be updates,
design and coding changes, for the FRED computers produced. They are arranged in the order
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scanned when found. The first is a note from Dec 1972, about a change in 
memory chips. The second and remainder, are titled "FRED NOTE #" and 
are numbered from 1 to 16 in order. #1 is dated Aug 1972; #16 is dated July 
1973. FRED Note #1, is a 1972 description of a two-chip implementation of 
the "processor" and the "external device interface", four chips for memory or 
other I/O, and discussion of "1976 target costs for a final product". The first 
LSI product was a 2-chip solution before consolidations into a single LSI 
1802 processor.  
Herb Johnson  
 
Update, May 2018, Herb Johnson: I was advised that the FRED manual 
document, has a missing page. The page is marked "page 19" and is between 
pages marked 18 and 20. Hand-stamped sequence numbers also suggest a 
missing page as Robbi document "30319". 
 
Update, June 10 2018, Herb Johnson: Kevin Bunch was informed about the 
missing page. He examined imaged documents previously  
obtained from the Hagley Library. In document Assession 2464.09, M&A 
874, folder 24, he found the missing page in sequence 
with the other pages previous and following. I've added the imaged 
document to this version of the "System 00" manual. Clearly 
its at a different scale than the Robbi copy of the document, but the content 
and type font and layout is consistent.  
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